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CATALOGUE SUMMARY OF (IRIS') WORK 

Ages represented: 5.0-10.9 
Years represented (6): September 1978-June 1984 

Total production 
all years: 

VISUAL WORK 

approx. 552 visual items 
approx. 631 written items 
approx. 73 number work items 
approx. 1256 items in total 

A. Motifs: People, ~ major focus throughout file--alone, in 'couples, families, 
groups. Attention given to face, hair style, dress. A large repertoire of 
faces. All expressive, showing emotion and physical states of being. Bodies 
are full of motion and gesture. Girls and women emerge as having special im
portance. Certain figures, drawn repeatedly, become recognizable by attire, 
posture, gesture as representing particular human qualities, e.g., kind-heart
edness, wickedness. Portraits appear in later years, always women, and may be 
polished and detailed or sketchy. Self-portraits and those of close acquaint
ances appear. Some portraits have ,mysterious, dreamlike or mystical qualities. 
Elements of these drawings seem highly symbolic, full of hidden meaning. 

Scenes from stories--well-known fairy tales, books, (Iris') own stories. 
Emphasis on fairy tales in early years.; drawing certain scenes over and over. 
At first drawings are populated with princesses, kings, witches. Later other 
fantasy charac~ers appear, e.g., gnomes, smerfs, pegasus, mermaids. Also 
pioneers, Indians, animals, aspects of the natural world--rainstorm, rainbow, 
river, landscape, volcanoes. _ 

House/home interest emerges in second year. Focus on structure and design 
apparent in drawings of exteriors; homey-ness and dwelling conveyed thro~gh 
s,cenes of cozy ,interiors with comfortable furniture, cheery fireplaces, l;ights, 
tables set with food. House cross-sections show interior structure, function 
of each room and its , furnishing. Sometimes people are engaged, in activities 
inside, revealing the "story" of each room. Houses often full of secretes-
concealed staircases~ spy-holes in walls, hidden treasure. 

Humor, cartoon-like drawings with brief written commentary, comic strips. 
(Iris) depicts humorously situations of mistaken identity, misinterpretation, 
misunderstanding. Al'so, people being duped and tricked. 

Exploration of a medium for its own sake: color, form, texture and 
technique. Also interested in impressions and images evoked by the paintings, 
p'rints she creates. 

Perspective, geometric patterning, landscape and setting given more 
focussed attention in last three years. Other recurring motifs include: arch 
that is rainbow, doorway, window; ,puppet shows and stage sets; volcano; war; 
motion in the physical world, movement and gesture of humans and animals ,. ' 

B. Themes: Relationships among people; aloneness; hiding, caution; people mis
treated or endangered by other people; being saved from death or ev~l; what is 
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visible in a face, what of a person is reflected there; gaiety, lightness, joy. 

C. Stylistic characteristics: Drawing is dominant mode of expression throughout 
visual work. At first, marker is preferred medium. Later, pencil and marker. 
Line is quite varied--from spidery fine to broad and coarse. Detail is given to 
certain elements, not others, giving drawings a stark or unfinished appearance. 
Drawings are figurative, representational throughout. Also narrative, although 
usually narrating discrete moments or scenes from a story. In drawings, color is 
used to bring certain elements into focus; alsa, to enhance settings. When used 
to elaborate background, heavy solid areas of color appear--very textural. Color 
can be vibrant and bold or quite drab. , 

Limited, but persistent, exploration of paint throughout. At first, an in
clination to use a dry paste-like mixture, giving some paintings a textured surface. 
Early paintings have an urgent, vigorous quality to the line, also unusual color 
combinations. Painting, especially fold-painting, and monoprinting are pursued 
experimentally throughout file. . 

Motion is a characteristic feature of visual work. Quality of motion ~s achieved 
through .rhythmic r.epetition of forms within imageS, also· ·color com~inations that 
make forms vibrate on the page, and through the depiction of figures and nature , 
in motion. 

D. Major shifts/transitions: Year 2, increase in the number of drawings. Year 
3, more marked tendency to use drawing for story-telling, and other mediums 
motablY paint) for exploration and experimentation. Paintings, pastels cease 
to be figurative, representational. Year 4; decrease in the number of visual 
items. Year 5, decrease in number of visual items. Important motifs of early 
years, e.g., people, story-telling, house/home, are not so dominant. Ye.ar 6, 
drawings become less narrative, more evocative of feeling and imagery. Paintings 
become figurative again while retaining the expressive, evocative powers they 
have had all through the file. 

WRITTEN WORK 

A. Motifs: (Journals) --at first, "I like" statements concerning family, friends, 
school activities. Late~ statements of thought and feeling, personal anecdotes, 
brief stories and lengthy serialized stories. 

Descriptions, reports, essays--appear in last three years. These are about 
UFO's and alien life forms, a bog, the gar.bagecan, the pencil, the feudal system, 
the pilgrims, shadows. , 

Poems, poetic dialogue--appear in last year and address: issues, e.g., time, 
change, history, nuclear war, peace, meanness; the natural world, e.g., the sky, 
horses; routine and dailiness, as in "Life in a Doll House". 

Stories--people, always with the emphasis on relationship. At first royalty, 
families, fairy tale characters, TV and movie characters. Fairy tales a major 
interest in early years. Favorite tales are retold again and again. Later on, 
interests include young girls having adventures: on ·their own; also, ties to 
home .and family, generations within families. Motifs that appear early on and 
recur periodically throughout file include: animals; house/home; fantasy crea
tures; costume balls, weddings, birthday parties; the natural world--rainstorm, 
rainbow, snow, clouds, leaves, water reflecting' light, sun and moon, volcanoes. 
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Language, especially conversation, is a major focus in the last three years. 
Stories consist mostly of dialogue, which reveals thoughts, feelings, relation
ships of characters. Humor is present throughout writing in puns, nonsense, the 
use of misunderstanding and mistaken identity, parody dialogues like slapstick 
comedy routines. An interest in theater and plays is an undercurrent of the 
written work, apparent in the use of dialogue that makes stories read like 
scripts. "Stage" cues in stories indicate scene or time changes, e.g., "Next 
day", and asides to the reader. 

B. Themes: Home/home1essness; loneliness/companionship; making friends and 
establishing caring . and protecting relationships; dependence/independence; youth/ 
age. Meanness/kindness; jealousy, loss; lightness, cheerfulness, joy: Adventure 
and experience. Who you think you are versus who people perceive you to be. The 
ways people treat one another; how it: feels to be hurt. People as a powerful, 
unpredictable force. 

C. Stylistic characteristics: A wide variety of types of writing is included • 
. There's a conversational quality to the work overall; much of the story-telling 
is done through dialogue. The use of dialogue gives the work a theatrical qua1-

. ity--stories often read like plays. Vocabulary is varied, descriptive, and can 
be dramatic. Writing feels quick-pace.d. Early work .has a j olty rhythm--abrupt 

· shifts of thought from one sentence to the next--unti1 a pattern of focussing on 
· core elements of a story, while leaving out nonessential detail, emerges. A 
· rambling and repetitiveness to early journalized stories, coming from the almost 
exclusive use of . dialogue, gives way to a balanced use of dialogue and narrative 
description. Poems and poetic dia10gu'e of the final year have a simplicity of 
form and a directness. Throughout the file, the writing feels confident, pur
poseful, directed, reflective. 

D. Major shifts/transitions: Year 2--increase in the number of written items. 
Increased efforts to write independently. She ceases the. practice of joining 
together seemingly unrelated stories. Year 3--CIris) is almost independent as 
a writer; there is 'very little teacher-transcription. There is an increase in 

· the number of stories and in their length. Year 4--more emphasis on writing 
than visual work this year. Several very long journalized st'ories appear. Year 
5--few pieces, but each one is very full and distinctive. Stories are long, but 
without the repetitiveness characteristic of the previous year. Year 6--there's 
a return to a range of types of writing. Poetry is added, through which CIris) 
addresses themes and issues previously explored through stories. 

FINAL SUMMARY 

CIri~ is powerfully consistent in motif and style throughout her work. The em
phasis on people and stories reveals her deep sense of wonder about the nature 
of relationships, and her dogged willingness to pursue and understanding of their 
workings. She wishes to know how people are, to acquaint herself with other per
spectives, to consider what is perceived externally and felt internally. She is 

· observant and reflective, drawing on her imagination, her own experiences and 
feelings as well as what she can observe in others. Also, she shows such a .7trong 
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desire to record these ideas, . even to speak them aloud. The gestural qualities of 
the visual work .(described with words like urgency, speed, casualness, ease, bold, 
impressionistic, focussed, effortful) and the various patterns and rhythms of the 
writing (characterized variously as a series of non-sequitors, going for the es
sence or the core elements, rambling and repetitive, having simplicity and direct
ness, having a form with integrity and internal consistency) suggest interesting 
qualities of energy in the artist/writer. In her exploration of complex issues 
and ideas, (Iris) shows a capacity for treating them with great seriousness as 
well as seeing and playing with their humorous potential. 

OTHER SOURCES AND DATA AVAILABLE: 

-Reference edition includes approximately. 200 color slides. 

-Transcripts of teacher notes and observations, Staff Review notes. 

-Other: descriptions of 6.25, 10.60, 10.77; transcribed notes of child file 
Practicum discussions, 1984-85; Child Study, by Peg Howes, done in partial 
fulfillment of requirements for successful completion of Prospect Center 
Teacher Education Program, August 1984. 

Name of Cataloguer: Peg Howes 
Date Catalogued: February, 1985 
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(IRIS) 
YEAR 1: 1978-79, AGE 5.0-5.9 

Total number of items: 184 
13 paintings, 81 drawings, 27 stories, 63 journal entries. 

Notes: 

Related items: (journals) 5.2-.42, 5.43-.69; (booklets of related pictures 
and stories, or captioned pictures) 5.71-.102, 5.103-.111, 5.112-.145, 5.146-
.154. 

VISUAL WORK 

Motifs: Faces and figures predominate. Setting is given little attention. Occasion
ally, a landscape line appears, or an isolated detail of a setting, e.g., a house, 
a castle, a tree, but these are usually much smaller and less detailed than the 
f;gures. Figures are most often princes, princesses, kings, queens. There are 
also drawings of batgirl, batman, a mermaid, a bride, babies. Animals, e.g., 
dogs, a mouse, a cat, batdog, occur less frequently. Other less frequently appear
ing motifs include: flowers, arches, rainbows, entryways, windows, suns; also, 
a drive-in movie, a UFO, a picture of (Iris') house, drawings of figures seeing 
their reflections in water, a large, floating, smiling face looking down on a 
scene of people. 

Style: Most of the visual work is of uniform size (approximately 8~xll" manila 
paper). The bulk of the drawings are accompanied by stories, and the drawings 
and stories are contained in booklets. The medium most cnmmonly used for drawing 
is marker; pencil and crayon appear less frequently. The paintings are done in 
tempera, or tempera and pastel. Most are large, done on l8x24" newsprint; two 
are small (~xll"). In Some paintings, the paint mixture has been made thick and 
dry, like paste, giving the paintings a ' texture and raised surface. 

The line varies considerably from spidery-thin and wavering in marker, to 
broad, thick strokes in paint. The medium changes the quality of the line. Fig
ures and faces in tempera and pastel are less defined than those done in marker, 
but no less expressive. Regardless of medium, figures all have movement, and 
make gestures. 

Detail--attention is geven to faces and .attire. The faces are expressive, 
frequently smiling but occasionally the mouth suggests such feelings as distres~, 
worry, fear. Eyes and hair are varied and detailed .as well. Feminine hairstyles ' 
may be elaborate and adorned .with .bows and crowns. Male figures wear crowns as 
well. Dress is also detailed; especially wnmen's attire. 

Color--in paintings the colors and cnmbinations of colors seem out of the 
ordinary, not pretty but eye-catching; e.g., pink and olive green, gray and 
green. In the paintings there are big areas of color, also broad brush strokes 
of color that defin~ a limb or a head. ThP marker drawings are full of colo~ as 
well. The use of contrasting colors seemS to enhance the impression of motion 
in the figures in these drawings. When one figure has been drawn in a dark colQr 
and the other in a light color, the two together seem to vibrate on the page. 



Motion--the paintings and drawings are full of movement. Figures tilt 
their bodies" arms are uplifted, feet seem to dance. Some drawings have motion 
even though there are no discernible figures in them. They are just vigorous, 
colorful lines. 

WRITTEN WORK 

Motifs: The content of the journal entries consists of "I like" statements 
that cover friends, family members, food, possessions, pets, future plans, 
classroom activities, outdoor play, natural p~enomena; also dislikes, e.g., 
colds, staying home; also supportive statements about friends, family, e. g., "I 
try to cheer up my friends." 

Stories generally concern people--princesses and princes, families, motners 
and children. Th~re are several 'stories about batgirl and batman. Some of 
these include other television/cartoon characters, e.g., BamBam, Commissioner 
Gordon. Other story subjects include: a ballet dancer, a house, Lassie, a mouse 
who saves a carrot, tomato and cheese from being eaten by a monster. An under
lying theme of most stories is relationship. 

Style: Journal entries are short, usually consisting of the day, date and a one
sentence statement. For most of -the year the entries are teacher transcribed, 
then copied by (Iris). She begins to attempt writing independently in the spring. 

'Stories, and their accompanying drawings, are cont-ained ' in booklets. The 
stories _ are generally teacher-transcribed and often begin, in the style of a 
fairy tale, with "Once upon a time ••• II ' . There are some attempts by (Iris) to 
write independently. The stories vary in length from a few sentences to a full 
page. The rhythm of the writing is jolty, with thoughts shifting from one sent
ence to the next. The pace is q_uick. Sometimes one story appears to be connected 
to the previous one because it is started with "but" or "and" yet the plot and 
characters have changed. Sometimes individual stories read like a series of 
non-sequitors, and connected stories seem like one endless, rambling story. Yet, 
the stories are confident ~d _ purposeful in tone, suggesting that the writer 
understands the relationship of the thoughts even if it isn't immediately ap-
parent to the reader. - -

Other stylistic qualities in the writing include: humor~ minimal emphasis 
on location in place and time; reference to characters' interests in home, in
teriors and creature comforts; a sense of the -dramatic, evidenced by the use 
of dialogue and by such emphatic ,descriptions as "a beautiful, very beautiful 
bed." 
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(IRIS) 
YEAR 2: 1979-80, AGE 6.0-6.9 

Total number of items: 352 

Notes: 

10 paintings, approx. 191 drawings. 27 stories; 80 journal entries, 
1 rhyme, 8 numberwork; other visual work (medium new to the file, 
single or a few examples of each): noodle collage, puppets and paper 
figures, jigsaw puzzle, paper weaving, embroidery. 

Related items: (journals) 6.51-.83, 6.192-.232, 6.238-!243; (booklets) there 
are numberous small booklets of related pictures made by (Iris). There are 
also large, teacher-made booklets containing stories and related drawings; (re
lated drawings) 6.34-.35, B6.338-.339; (pictures and separate captions)6.0and 
6.1, 6.2 and 6.2.1, 6.106 and 6.107, 6.110 and 6.111, 6.112 and 6.113, 6.115 and 
6.116, B6.299 and B6.300, B6.30l and B6.302, B6.3l4 and B6.3l5, B6.3l9 and 
B6.320. 

VISUAL WORK 

Motifs: People and stories--a major motif of the work~(Iris) explores repeatedly 
the drama and characters of traditional folk and fairy tales, especially Snow 
White and the Seven .Dwarves, Sleeping Beauty, Cinderella, Rapunzel. Relationship 
among characters appears to be a major focus. Particular scenes from these 
stories are drawn over and over again. Rec~rrent scenes include: a prince waking 
a sleeping girl with a kiss, weddings, parties and balls; a sinister female fig
ure--reaching for a young girl, gathering 'apples, looking in a mirror; a witch 
grabbing a baby from a woman IS arms. 

Faces--continue to be an important focus. Attention is given to facial 
features, hair style and expression. All faces are expressive, conveying in some 
wayan emotional state or bodily condition, e.g., fear, happiness, sleep, i ·llness, 
cruelty. Some faces seem drawn with a practiced, conscious ef&ort to achieve a 
certain appearance. These have a stylized quality, like a caricature. Other faces 
are done more casually and quickly. . 

Archetypal figures--certain figures are drawn the same way repeatedly. 
Through repetition they have come to be recognizable as representing particular 
human qualities. For exa~ple, evil Women are always heavily draped with veils 
and thoroughly concealed ~ in dark clothing; while kind-hearted girls have open, 
smiling faces, make welcoming gestures and are dressed in colorful, flowing cloth
ing. 

Houses--appear frequently and seem to be explorations of geometrical form and 
perspective. Windows and doors are always included. Often, there are curtains at 
the windows. Interiors of rooms also . appear and often have features in comm~n, 
e.g., a crescent~shapedoverhead lamp, a side-table with drawers, stuffed furni
ture. Other motifs include rainbows and archways, maps and floor plans, volcanoes, 
puppets, war scenes, jokes and humorous circumstances. 

Style: Drawings predominate. The preferred medium continues to be marker. Line is 
varied, and can seem drawn with ease and speed. At other times, particular, 



attention is given to .achieving a desired effect with line, then that effect 
is practiced repeatedly, e.g., the stylized faces. Color can be vibrant and 
exciting, or drab, depending on the focus of the drawing. 

Paint continues to be explored--tempera and finger paints. The paintings 
are big (18x24"). The line is bold and strong, done with speed and urgency. 
Sometimes the 'surface of paintings has a texture because the paint mix is thick, 
like paste. 

Motion continues to be a characteristic quality of the work. Curtains at 
windows are curved to suggest a breeze. Peoples' clothes trail off behind them. 
Figures often appear with arms uplifted and bodies tilting--postures that sug
~est welcoming, bowing, dancing. 

Changes: Substantial increase in number of drawings. Greater range of mediums. 

WRITTEN WORK 

Written work consists of journals and booklets of stories with related pictures. 

Motifs: Journal entries consist of. statements about what and who (Iris) likes; 
what she did, does, will do; what she thinks and feels. The stories are like 
folk/fairy tales in style and content. Many are re-tellings of well-known tales. 
Others include elements of known and favorite tales without specifically refer
ring to anyone in particular. The'se stories concern relationships between 
mothers and daughters, stepmothers and dau'ghters, fathers and daughters. The 
c~aracters are often royalty. Other less dominant subjects include: erupting 
volcanoes, war, a school classroom, two sisters who build a house of cheese, a 
little girl who is sad because her grandmother has died. 

Themes: The stories deal with human relationships, playing out the ways people 
treat one ano·ther. The stories reflect some of the darker human feelings, e.g., 
loneliness, loss, jealousy, wickedness. Lightness, cheerfulness and homeyness 
are also expr'essed thematically in the stories. 

Style: Journal entries, made daily, span the year. The entries tend to be re
petitive, though sometimes they are fairly ambitious in length and content. 

The stories are both teacher-transcribed and written by (Iris) without 
help. Transcribed stories tend to be lengthy; her own efforts are short. There 
is still a joltiness to the rhythm. Shifts from one sentence to another still 
seem abrupt, but by re-telling the same stories over and over again, she shows 
a pattern to her story-telling of picking out the core elements of the plot, 
e.g., " ••. a princess had a pretty baby, she bit an apple, a prince came along." 
The language can be dramatic. (Iris) sometimes employs such dramatic devices as 
making asides to her audience. At times she makes interestingly sophisticated 
word choices, e.g., " ... the guards were attractive to the women". 

Changes: Ever increasing efforts to write independently; no longer is there ·the 
sense that one story flows into the next. Each story is whole and complete~ 
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(IRIS) 
YEAR 3: 1980-81, AGEJ.0-7.9 

Total number of items: 331 

Notes: 

approx. 103 drawings. 4 fold paintings, 3 watercolor · and wet oil 
pastel, 3 collage, 1 dipped paper; 155 pages/images of writing, including 
48 single and multi-image journal entries and stories in journal book
lets (122 images in total); 23 one or two-page stories accompanied by 
drawings,S single pages of writing, 1 word play in an "activity" book
let made by (Iris), 41 spelling and penmanship, 21 number work. 

Related items: (journal booklets) 7.1-.40,7.41-.80,7.81-.122; (other booklets) 
there are seven booklets of related drawings made by (Iris). (Related drawings 
and stories) 6.154-.155, 6.156-.158, B6.227-228, B6.228.l-228.3, B6.228.4-.228.6, 
B6.228.7-.228.9, B6.229.l-.229.2, B6.229.3-.229.4, B6.280-.28l, B6.282-.283, B6.284-
.285, B6.286-.287, B6.288-.289, B6.290-.29l, B6.292-.293, By.294-.295, B6.296-.297, 
B6.298-.299, B6.300-.30l, B6.302-.303, B6.304-.305, B6.306-.307, B6.308-.309. 

VISUAL WORK 

Motifs: Folk/fairy tales--many drawings suggest traditional children's stories. 
Recurrent scenes include a lonely mountain top, a house, a girl; a costume ball 
with women dressed in colorful gowns; 'a witch-like figure in billowing, drapey 
clothing in a setting of barren trees with a castle in the background: a girl in 
the midst of many animals; a tiny girl inside a flower; a girl walking in the 
woods finds a colony of tiny people. 

Faces and figures--interest persists in faces, features of the face, hair
style. Some drawings are devoted to a lone figure, or just a face. There is a 
large repertoire of faces, even a booklet called "A Book of Faces". Certain faces 
recur frequently. Interest in the notion of what ' is visible in the face and in 
reflections is evidenced in drawings of a face reflected in a mirror, the re
flection of the moon in a river. 

House~--~ persistent interest in houses as structures, and as homes in which 
people and creatures live. There are views of exteriors, houses in cross-section, 
details of particular roomS. At times houses are given settings, e.g., atop 
mountains, next to trees, with rolling hills in the background. Drawings of house 
exteriors can be colorful and decorative, or merely outlines with basic features. 
Windows and curtains, stairs; doors are usually included. Inside the're are fire
places, lighting fixtures, . upholstered furniture; beds. Interiors are always 
homey and cozy, furnished with soft furniture, sources of heat and light, all 
the appropriate amenities of a comfortable home. Sometimes houses are made in 
a bush or tree. Even these homes are comfortable. 

Other motifs include: Christmas and winter scenes, animals, landscapes, 
gardens, maps, a pig princess, starbursts, rainbows, color bars. In -soft and 
wet mediums, e.g., pastels and monoprints, the focus seems to be experimenting 
with the visual effects of color, shape, texture of the medium. 
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Style: Some experimentation with a variety of mediums, · e.g., fold painting, 
oil pastels, water colors, collage, paper dipping, but the body of the visual 
work is marker drawings. The drawings are narrative; their main focus is on 
telling a story rather than on the possibilities of the medium. The work in the 
other mediums has a more experimental quality, and seems to be an exploration 
of the material, and of color, shape and texture. 

The work is colorful, especially in paint and pastels in which color is a 
major focus. The drawings are also colorful, but line predominates. In drawings, 
color tends to highlight and decorate. 

Changes: The inclination to make use of ' certain mediums in particular ways is 
more marked. Drawing is for story-telling, as if it were another form of writing. 
Other mediums are used for exploring and experimenting with their possibiliti.es. 

WRITTEN WORK 

Written work consists mostly of entries in journal booklets and ~eparate stories 
accompanied by drawings. At first the journals are used for factual/personal 
statements, little stories, but are gradually used for writing lengthy stories. 

Motifs: Girls and women--the long stories in the journals concern generations of 
women--grandmothers, mothers and daughters. The story lines are similar: a young 
girl makes a trip out into the world where she meets friendly animals, other 
girls, old grandmotherly-type women, and she usually sets up a home of her own, 
often in a bush or tree; she returns periodically to her old home and to her 

[, 

mother. 
The shorter stories also concern young girls, and are like folk/fairy tales 

in theme, plot and setting. Story lines include: a lonely girl living on a 
mountain top with many animal friends; a girl lost in the woods befriends an'd 
cares for animals and ,they care for her; four princesses who live in a tree marry 
four princes; two sisters have an encounter with a UFO and are killed. 

House/home-- these are menti"oned , frequently and in various ways. Houses and 
their interiors are described in some detail and with affection, ' using words like 
pretty, cozy, comfy. Characters in stories find new homes for themselves and 
their friends. Old, familiar things are brought from old home to new home and 
put away. Houses are cleaned. 

Animals--there are stories about mice, rabbits, birds who behave like humans, 
live in houses, have pets, celebrate Christmas. 

Humor--stpries can have humorous elements, e.g., funny conversations that 
become arguments, like slapstick comedy routines. Stories can also have humorous 
characters or circumstances as their focus, e.g., the wicked queen who makes un
wary visitors "clean" her garden by scrubbing the flowers. 

Themes: Home/homelessness; loneliness/companionship; dependence/independence; 
youth/age; friendship, making friends and establishing relationships that involve 
caring and protecting. Something out of the ordinary happens to you, but when you 
tell your story . people don't believe it. T~y assume you have been dreaming or 
imagining. Also, some humorous exploration of the notion of who you think you are 
versus who peopl~ perceive you to be. 



Style: The writing is varied. There are factual/personal statements, fairy 
tale-like stories, lengthy chronicles of relationships, .poetic statements. At 
times (Iris) appears to weave her own life into her stories. Some journal entries 
begin as personal statements and evolve into stories. 

There is a great deal of conversation. Action and plot are revealed through 
conversation, making the stories read like play~. Transitions from one episode 
to the next occur through narrative description, though sometimes no narration is 
given, and so the transition seemS abrupt. Over all the writing has a theatrical, 
dramatic quality, because of the amount of dialogue and language. 

Changes: Much less teacher-transcription. Most of the writing is in (Iris') hand. 
There are more stories, and they are much 10nge'r. 
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(IRIS) 
YEAR 4: 1981-82, AGE 8.0-8.9 

Total number of items: 215 

Notes: 

11 fold paintings, 9 monoprints, 5 pastel drawings, 43 drawings; 
135 pages/images of written work including 19 journal -entries, 3 
summaries of reading books, 7 stories, 5 stories with , accompanying 
drawings, 10 reports and essays, 1 lengthy, journalized story, 3 
chapters; 1 lengthy, journalized report; 12 number work. 

Related items: (journal booklets) 8.34-.76, 8.116-.157, 8.158- ,.163. 

VISUAL WORK 

Visual work consists of drawings in marker, which tend to be narrative and 
representational; and paintings, pastels and monoprints in which the major 
focus seems to be process and experimentation with the medium. 

Motifs: Through paints, etc. (Iris) explores color combinations, texture, form, 
pattern, technique. The major motifs of the drawings include :portraits, picture 
stories, houses. 

Portraits of WOmen-- full figures, or just shoulders and head, with and with
out a setting. Some portraits seem verY complete, polished, with abundance of 
detail, in which vibrant or unusual colors have belen used. Others lack a finished 
appearance, and are more like ,practice attempts. A).ways, attention is given to 
features--eyes, nose, mouth. (Iris) practices techniques for drawing features. One 
of the Itfinished" portraits, a gaunt Woman with a 'city skyline in the background 
which is echoed in the design on the bodice of the woman's dress, has a mystical, 
symbolic quality. 

Picture stories-- the sequence of a story is depicted frame by frame. When a 
written story accompanies, the picture story follows ,the sequence of the writing, 
but el1aborates important scenes with details of setting, 'costume, props. Suggest
ive of a movie, play, or puppet show. 

HO,uses--especia1ly cross-sections with as many as six floors. The focus is 
interior detail--furnishings and decorations. Recurrent interior detail: stuffed 
furniture, lighting, beds, pictures, bureaus with mirrors, TV set. Staircases 
are carefully and colorfully dra~. These house cross-sections seem related in 
form and content to the picture stories. The details of interiors tell a story 
about each floor in the way each frame of a picture story does. They are both 
like stage sets. 

Other motifs: maps of Spain; witches, wizards, smerfs; dragons; koala bears; 
kings and princes; pioneers and Indians; storm clouds and rain; landscapes of 
hills, sunsets, and rainbows. A long, arched hallway with a door at the end, 
giving a great sense of distance. 
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Style: The series of paintings and monoprints are experiments with color, tex-
ture and form. (Iris) explores thick and thin mixtures of paint; light and heavy 
applications, smears versus droplets; combinations of dark, intense colors, and 
then light colors. These series have a range of atmosphere from intense and ominous 
to delicate and airy, and a range of texture from images that are soaked into 
the surface to those that are raised off the surface. 

The narrative drawings are full of bold, intense colors. Heavily, solidly 
filled-in areas of color, e.g., grass, hill lines, sky, houses, indicate vigorous, 
energetic effort. The strokes of the pen are visible. The color creates atmosphere, 
adds ' detai1, makes elements stand out. The line is varied--ranging from short, 
choppy and vigorous to long, curving and easy. Marker and pencil are the preferred 
medium for drawing. 

Changes: Decrease in the amount of visual work. Also less visual work than 
, written work. 

WRITTEN WORK 

The writing consists of journals of lengthy stories, personal anecdotes, state
ments of thought and feeling; a reading journal in which (Iris) discusses the 
books she is reading; reports and essays; stories with and without accompanying 
drawings. 

Motifs: Language and conversation--many stories are simply conversation with very 
little narrative description. There is. some action, but mostly thoughts. feelings 
and relationships among people are being expressed. The rhythm of the talk. and 
the pattern and repetition of the language seem more compelling than the content 
which is often superficial. Some of the longer stories have a cyclical, internal 
pattern--conversation builds to argument, subsides, builds again, subsides. Tqe 
effect is humorous, especially because the cause of the arguments is usually 
quite silly. One of the characters usually calls a halt to the argument by say
ing that . it is getting boring, .which points up the humorous and ludicrous qualities 
of the chatter. (Iris) also explores othe.r humorous possibilities of language, 
e. g., punning, nonsense chatter juxtaposed with very serious statements. 

UFO's and life on other planets--there are several stories involving UFO's 
and alien life, e.g., a cat from outer space that can talk. Also, a lengthy, 
journalized discussion of (Iris') own thoughts and opinions about UFO'S her 
efforts to learn about them, and her h'opes for seeing one. She offers her reason 
why UFO'S and a1ien .. life must exist: " .•• it's not right too, only the world have 
life on it so there should have UFO's." 

Other motifs: smerfs, gnomes, giants, witches; murder of a prince by a 
wizard who is then killed by the King; a search for the pot of gold at the end 
of the rainbow; Indians; the coming of a violent rainstorm; a koala bear family. 

Style: Still a broad range in the variety of the writing. Only one story is 
dictated; the rest are written in (Iris ') hand. Some are 'very lengthy pieces. 'The 
writing has a conversational quality, as if the writer were 'a1ways directly add
ressing the reader. She also makes direct asides to the reader. Also, there are 
many stories consisting mostly of dialogue. These are like 'radio plays. ~hey 
have a rambling and repet.itive quality. Narrative description 'is sparse. When 
it appears, it is used to introduce a story or to complete a transition. Trans
itions are also indicated by such phrases as "later", "next morning", written 
in the margin or above the line. 
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Changes: More written work than visual. Effort and investment in writing is 
apparent in the numbers of pi~ces and their lengths. Fewer journal entries of 
factual/personal statements than in previous years are evident. There is a range 
to the types of written work, stories predominate. 



(IRIS) 
YEAR 5: 1982-83 t AGE 9.0-9.9 

Total number of items: 63 
20 drawings, 2 paintings, 7 monoprints; 34 pages/images of writing t 
including 2 reports t I storyt 3 long, journalized stories. 

Notes: 

Related . items: (journal of stories) 9.25-.59. 

VISUAL Wo.RK 

Motifs: Landscapes--There are several pieces in which the landscap~ is the 
focus. The basic elements of these images is a line of rolling hills at the 
horizon, and a sun • . At times other features are added t e. g., animals, houses, 
trees t clouds t rainbow. 

Characters t scenes and motifs possibly inspired by (Iris') reading--There 
are several dramngs possibly . inspired by the Taran series t by Lloyd Alexander, 
including a harp player and harp With broken strings; a man armed ~ith a sword 
approaching a tower; a long passage-way seen through an arched entr·y-way (one 
of (Iris') recurring motifs)t with a door in the distance. 

Perspective--there seems to be a conscious exploration of view point and 
perspective in several drawings, e.g' t a series of three drawings in which a 
house is examined from three different· vantage points--frontal, up close; frontal, 
stepped back giving the setting; aerial. Also, in a drawing of a girl in which a 
leg is fore-shortened, and in a close-up of a key and key hole~ 

Leaf Monoprints--a series. Color combinations, paint texture and form seem 
to be the focus. Some are titled, e.g., "Sunset into Lake", suggesting that the 
shapes evoke images for (Iris). . 

Other subjects--dolphins t a pig, an ocean l~ner; a geometric design of 
curving, · intersecting lines and colored areas. 

Style: The visual work collection is small this year t only 27 items. Mediums 
and materials include tempera and water color paints, monoprinting, ·markers, 
pencil and crayon for drawing. In two items, paper cut-outs and drawing are 
cnmbined in a sort of collage. 

Often the colors in drawings a~e solid t bright. Areas of color ·have a tex
tural quality. The strokes of the marker are visible, creating the texture and 
contributing to the density and brightness of the color. The energy,. or gestural 
qualities of the line varies. It is vigorous in the densely colored areas, and 
delicate and careful elsewhere. In some drawings, pencil is used to create the 
image, and color is added to highlight detail or make things stand out. Some
times the pencil drawings show evidence of much erasure, as if the artist were 
working with care to achieve a particular effect. 

Changes: Decrease in the number of images. Long standing major motifs such as 
faces/figures/women t house/home t story-telling are not so dominant. 
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WRITTEN WORK 

There are only six writing works this year--three long stories, a short, one
page stqry; two reports- The central pieces are the three long stories in the 
writing journal. 

Motifs: (Iris) has incorporated into the long stories many of the themes and 
motifs which have appeared in her work over the years. The first story is about 
"Super Parakeet", a superman spoof about an Australian parakeet who stops crime. 
Motifs in this story that appear elsewhere in the file include: a canopied bed; 
a koala bear family; families with' babies; a costume party; a talHe s~t for two; 
humorous characters, situations and conversation. 

The second story, in two chapters--"The Secret Door" and "The Light"-
involves two girls who discover a secret passage in a mansion. In the passage, 
they encounter a vampire bat, an "ordinary house cat with a twinkle in its 
eye", a monster, and a "floating candle". Motifs and themes that have appeared 
elsewhere in the file include: a long passage-way, a dragon, going on an adven
ture, keeping adventures a secret from mother, humor. 

The third story is about Pokey the Puppy, who is bored, but resigned to 
his owner's tendencies to treat him like a baby--by making him wear a bow, take 
baths and naps. Pokey bides his time enduring these indignities until he can 
get away to do fun things in secret. Recurrent motifs and themes from previous 
years include: doing fun things away from the watchful, protective eye of the 
guardian, i.e., parent, owner; and leaving home, finding friends and having 
adventures. 

Conversation is a central element' of stories. Qualities of the characters 
are revealed in dialogue, in what they say and how they say it. For example, in 
"The Secret Door", a story which consists mostly of dialogue, one girl appears 
matter-of-fact and nonchalant while the other one seemS timid and wary. The re
lationship among characters is also revealed through the dialogue, e.g., Pokey's 
relationships through language, espec"ially what people can know about each other 
by what is said, and what the reader/audience can know that may not be revealed 
to all the characters. ' ' 

Humor--is another major focus in the written work. All of the stories this 
year have a humorous twist. Sometimes the humor is understated, sophisticated. 
Other times it has qualities of the absurd and ridiculous, like a slapstick 
comedy routine. 

Plays, drama, theater--the play-like qualities of the stories suggest an 
interest in drama~ The emphasis on dialogue makes the stories read like' plays. 
The illustrations that accompany "Superparakeet" (added to the bottom of pages) 
directly indicate the stage as a motif. 

Other subjects-~a conversation between the sun and moon, description of a 
bog, a report on the pilgrims. 

Style: The stories have the sense of being episodes of longer tales of adventure 
and discovery. Within the stories there are suggestions of other stories that 
could be told. Also, the ends of stories leave open a number of possibilities for 
subsequent episodes. 
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The reports describe events and details, but also reflect (Iris') thoughts 
and reactions. 

Sentence structure is varied. There is a balance of short, to-the-point 
sentences and long, complex ones. Vocabulary is varied and descriptive. It ef
fectively creates atmosphere. Some word choices add dramatic emphasis to sentences. 

Changes: Fewer pieces, but each story is very full and distinctive. The use of 
narrative description has increased and is more in balance with the use of dia
logue. This makes each story ·more cohesive. The writing does not seem to ramble 
any more. There is less repetition of words and phrases. 
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(IRIS) 
YEAR 6: 1983-84, AGE 10 .. 0-10.9 

Total number of items: 111 

Notes: 

5 paintings, 8 fold paintings, 3 pastel portraits, 21 drawings; 42 
pages/images of writing, including 4 stories, poems, essays in a jour
nal booklet; 23 other stories - poems, essays, including 3 pairs of first 
and second drafts; 32 number work. 

Related items: (journal booklet) 10.93-.105; (first and second drafts, picture 
and accompanying writing or series of related drawings) 9.6, .7, .8; 9.20-.23, 
9.24-.26, 9.71-.72, ,9.75-.10~, 9.107-.108, 9.67-.70, 9.77-.79. . 

VISUAL WORK 

Motifs: Exploration of a medium--this seems to be the focus of the series of 
fold paintings. Lots of variation, in amount of paint and method of application, 
and in colors. Some have a spidery quality to the line and a raised ~urface. 
Some look skeletal, like the insides of something. -

Women--feminine characters predominate in drawings and paintings that in
clude figures. These figures are drawn with careful attention to detail. There 
are groups of women, children and babies, and even a group of mice women dressed 
for a wedding. Also, solitary girls in' pastoral settings, and some striking por
traits of three Women. The portraits are nearly identical in setting and atmos
phere, but the three women are quite individual and distinct. The portraits have 
a mystical, dream-like quality, and their elements suggest they are full of hidden 
meaning. 

Lands'capes--in a few items, two paintings and ' severa1 drawings, the land
scape is a focus. In some, the landscape provides a setting for a solitary figure, 
or for several individuals involved in different activities. In one painting, 
the landscape alone is the subject. These landscapes vary in the type ' of scene, 
e.g., a grassy meadow, rolling country-side, and in the amount of detat1 included. 
The paintings are full of detail, while one marker drawing is very sparsely de
tailed. Just the essential elements are given--three hills, a road, a building, 
several tiny figures. 

Geometric designs--a hooked rug design of multi-colored, curving; inter
locking shapes; prisms; colorful, three-dimensional forms on graph paper that 
appear to be a staircase leading to a door. ' 

Other motifs and subjects--a mirror; a body1ess face; shadows; trees; a 
machine that converts apples to other kinds of fruit; an elaborately detailed 
house cross-section; a stage set ' like pink room; a map of a fantasy world; the 
seasons; mermaids, unicorns, Pegasus, humor. 

Style: The paintings have been done with care and attention to detai1~ (Iris) 
appears to have adequate control over the medium so that she can have many small 
details in her paintings even when she has covered the entire im~ge with paint, 
or, as in the fold paintings ', she can create subtle variations of form and color. 
Her paintings are of natural scenes (with and without people) and have an impression
istic quality. 
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There seems to be an interplay of preC1S10n and casualness to the line in 
drawi~gs. Sometimes, minute detail is drawn with great care. At other times, 
the line lacks precision and sharpness and gives a more rudimentary or impres
sionistic appearance to an image. Yet, its expressive capacity is not diminished 
by lack of clarity. Also, though (Iris) can put much effort into tiny detail, 
she never fills the drawing with every imaginable detail. Usually, she elaborates 
only a few elements of the drawing. 

Motion is a characteristic feature of many of the paintings and drawings. 
In the landscapes, grass bends in the wind, apples fall from trees, clouds move 
across the sky. People and animals are animated. 

Changes: Drawings, once used to tell stories. are no longer so narrative. Paint, 
in past years used to explore the possibilities of color, texture and form. is 
now also being used to make representational images. 

WRITTEN WORK 

Motifs: There are factual reports and essays on shadows, the garbage can, the 
pencil, the feudal system, (Iris') teddy bear. There are poems on the sky. horses, 
life in a doll house, time, peace, mean creatures called "snoogies". Some natural 
phenomena mentioned in the poetry, which are recurrent motifs in the file include: 
wind, clouds, leaves, water reflecting light, rainbows. There are four lengthy 
stories: a rewrite of "Pokey the Puppy", a story (Iris) wr:bte last .year: a girl 
attends a birthday party; three babies are kidnapped and escape because the kid
nappers are bumbling fools; (Iris') father thinks a meteor has struck earth, but 

I· 
it is just a drunken neighbor hitting a telephone pole with his car. Also, there 
is a short poem-like play, or dialogue--"The Conversation Between Now and Past"-
which concerns the changes that have occurred over time, especially the invention 
of the nuclear bomb. The characters (Now and Then) consider the threat the bomb 
poses for people. 

Themes' : Children having exciting, dangerous adventures unbeknownst to parents : 
Meanness, and the notion that if one mean person confronts another, they destroy 
each other. People have feelings and can hurt inside without showing it; there is 
the capacity in people to' hurt one another: the notion that showing your hurt makes 
you a target for a cruel person. Nuclear weapons are a powerful and dangerous force 
in the hands , of people (because we are"unpredictable, sometimes hurtful), so care 
must be taken lest we des'troy ourselves, our history. all we have created. 

Style: There is a lot of variety in the types of writing. The poems are short' 
and simple in form--somP metaphorical language is used--but often they express 
complex and profound ideas. They rhyme. 

The reports and essays are descriptive, but also include (Iris') impressions 
and opinions. The stories continue to have lots of dialogue and tn use narr~tive 
description to connect and make transitions. (Iris) creates characters that are 
distinct from one another; and have a definite body of characteristics. Thpse char
acters reveal their individual viewpoints and degree of awareness of circumstances 
and surroundings in ' their actions and words. 



(Iris) continues to address her reader with paranthetical asides. She 
also plays with language by using puns, and other humorous and . witty phrasing. 

Changes: The complex moral/philosophical ideas about human nature t relation
ships, etc., which have come up throughout the file. especially in stories. are 
now expressed even more' directly in poetry. Previously, (Iris) appeared to be 
exploring these ideas in her stories t learning about them t puzzling them out. 
Now t she seemS to be more self-aware and directed in her efforts to express these 
ideas. The poems are statements she consciously wishes to make. 
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(IRIS) 
Pndated Work, All Years 

Total number of items: 2 drawings 

VISUAL WORK 

Motifs: A stockade fence around a building. A guard at the gate; a fall scene 
with a caption. 

Style: The drawings are done in pencil, colored in .with a marker. One has a 
caption. 

WRITTEN WORK 

Motif: Caption of a drawing concerns fall--burning leaves. 

Style: Poem ' 
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